
NAME: ________________________________________________
Ratings – added to (or subtracted from) your dice total when 
you roll for a Move.

Cool
how calm you are and adds to your roll 

Under Pressure and when you Help Out

Tough
how strong you are and adds to your roll 

when you Kick Some Ass or Protect 
Someone

Charm
how pleasant you are and adds to your 
roll when you Manipulate Someone

Sharp

your intelligence and how observant you 
are, and adds to your roll when you 
Investigate a Mystery or Read a Bad 

Situation

Moves cover situations when the game rules step in to help you 
determine what happens, e.g. something dangerous, conflicts, 
unusual events. The Moves we're going to use are as follows:

• Act Under Pressure, used for difficult/dangerous 
situation

• Help Out, used to help another player by giving them a 
bonus on their task

• Investigate a Mystery, used to work out the situation 
the character is in

• Kick Some Ass, used for, well, kicking ass, because in 
RPGs sometimes we declare a fight

• Manipulate Someone, used in those times when 
Kicking Some Ass would be too risky

• Protect Someone, used to save someone from danger
• Read a Bad Situation, used to work out what dangers 

are threatening you

Spend 3 points on the Ratings. They range from -1 to +3, where -1 is bad, 0 is average, +1 is good, +2 is really good and +3 is 
phenomenal. Now, all you need to do is roll two everyday six-sided dice (2d6), add them together and then add whatever number is 
written down for your character's rating:

• 10+ is a success - well done, you passed the test and everything's great
• 7-9 is partial success - well, you've made it BUT...
• 1-6 is a miss - sorry, not this time...


